Response surface methods which approximate the actual performance function using simple algebraic equations are widely used in structural reliability studies. The response surface approximations are often used to estimate the reliability of a structure. Errors in the response surface approximation affect the results of reliability analysis. This work investigates the error in the failure probability estimated using a response surface approximation. It is observed that small errors in the response surface may amplify to large errors in the failure probability. It is observed that the amplification occurs when the failure surface is far away from the response mean and the DOE has more points near the mean. Another situation is when the failure region is a small island encompassed within the safe region, and the points in the DOE fail to capture the failure region. Analytical and engineering application examples are investigated to understand the amplification of error in the failure probability.
INTRODUCTION
In structural design, safety measures are used to gauge the safety level of the structure. The design process involves several parameters, such as types of loadings, material properties, geometry, mathematical approximations, failure modes, etc. Uncertainties in these parameters are inevitable.
Traditionally, deterministic approaches used safety factors to account for the uncertainties (Elishakoff, 2004) .
Later, probabilistic approaches were introduced in structural optimization to account for uncertain variables.
Polynomial response surface approximations are often used to alleviate the computational expense in reliability studies (Rajashekhar and Ellingwood, 1993 , Venter et al, 1998 , Kutaran et al, 2002 . Reliability studies require the assessment of the performance function that describes the behavior of the system, which is implicit or too complex for explicit evaluation in most real applications. Especially for complex problems where Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS) is the only feasible approach, the polynomial response surface approximations greatly lessen the computational burden by substituting calculation of a polynomial instead of an expensive physical simulation.
The quality of the response surface is judged by various error metrics. The response surface is used to predict the response values at extrapolated regions; i.e., regions outside the design of experiments (DOE). When the response surface is used to predict failure probability, the magnitude of failure probability is often low and it requires information in the tail part of the distribution rather than in the central part.
Here, careful implementation of the response surface is required, especially when it is used for extrapolation. It has been observed that sometimes the response surfaces poorly approximate the actual behavior at the extrapolated regions in spite of good error metrics at the interpolated region. At times, these short comings in the response surface approximations contribute to amplification of errors in failure probability estimates.
The objective of this paper is to investigate the amplification of error in failure probability estimates and understand the circumstances that trigger this phenomenon so that use of polynomial response surfaces will be able to exercise extra caution under these circumstances. The paper is structured as follows; failure probability computation is discussed in Section 2. Section 3 discusses response surface approximations and error amplifications in failure probability estimates. The error amplification phenomenon is described with examples and followed by discussion in Section 4. Section 5 discusses future work.
FAILURE PROBABILITY COMPUTATION
In structural reliability, safety of structure depends on the value the performance function G. When G > 0, the structure is safe and considered failed otherwise. The safety of a structure is expressed in terms of failure probability. MCS is widely used to estimate failure probability because of the ease of its use and robust nature. The failure probability is computed using the expression:
where, f P is the failure probability, x is the randomly chosen sample point, ( ) G x is the performance function which describes the behavior of the structure,
denotes the number of samples for
and N is the total number of samples.
( ) G x is mostly approximated using a response surface.
Essentially, MCS assigns a value of 1 or 0 to each sample depending on whether it violates the performance function or not. Summation of these values for all the samples and dividing it by the total number of samples provides the failure probability. The accuracy of the failure probability depends on the number of samples. For a fixed number of samples, the accuracy deteriorates with a decrease in the actual failure probability.
Hence, estimating a very low failure probability with a good accuracy requires a huge sample size. The coefficient of variation (COV) of the computed failure probability is given by:
(1 )
Usually, researchers use the failure probability computed using MCS as a standard for comparing the failure probabilities computed using other methods and use it in optimization.
RESPONSE SURFACE APPROXIMATIONS AND ERROR AMPLIFICATIONS IN FAILURE PROBABILITY ESTIMATES
Researchers rely heavily on response surface approximations for two reasons:
1. When the performance function is not available explicitly as an analytical expression. In this case, responses for several combinations of the design variables are generated and polynomial response surface (PRS) is constructed in terms of the design variables.
2. To reduce the computational expense in evaluating a high fidelity model, especially in optimization problems in which the model need to be analyzed repetitively. Response surface approximations using low order polynomials are used to capture the nature of the problem and are used in the analyses.
Moreover, numerical noise in the parameters involved in the optimization introduces additional difficulties in computing sensitivities. Response surface approximations are used in these situations to approximate the response using a smooth function.
Although polynomial response surface approximations have been successfully used for failure probability estimation and optimization, they might reduce the accuracy. The quality of a polynomial response surface approximation is given by its error metrics. It is observed and demonstrated in this work that the measures of accuracy commonly used for response surface approximations do not necessarily correspond to accuracy in failure probability. That is even if the error metrics of the response surface are good, the prediction of failure probability estimated based on the response surface might not be accurate. The error metrics used in this work are described in Appendix.
Two numerical examples are treated in this work (i) Cantilever beam example and (ii) Branin-Hoo function. It is noted that there are two situations in which low failure probabilities can occur. First, the failure surface is far from the mean value. Second, the failure region itself is small contributing to the low failure probability. The cantilever beam example is representative of the former case. The Branin-Hoo function example has an island failure region. That is, the failure region is encompassed within the safe region. It represents the latter case with multiple failure regions. Two different DOEs are used in each example (i) Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS) with a normal distribution (ii) Orthogonal array (OA). The first one covers a small region near the mean. If the failure region is far away from the mean, the response surface needs to extrapolate substantially and it leads to error amplification. On the other hand, for the OA DOE, the response surface approximation is not accurate because it covers a larger region and the error in failure probability is not due of amplification of errors.
A number of 10 5 samples are used to estimate the failure probability. The trend of the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the response surface with respect to that of the actual response is monitored by counting the number of the samples (out of 10 5 ) that falls in the equally spaced bins (in terms of limit state values). The trend (overestimate or underestimate) of the response surface is consistent around the mean of the response but, there is a reversal in the trend in the tails of the distribution. This is clearly explained in the examples.
Since response surfaces are widely used to approximate the response of a structure and hence to compute the failure probability, this paper attempts to caution the researchers about the possible amplification of errors in failure probability estimate, though the error metrics are good. Moreover, a reversal in the trend near the tails is observed in most cases. These can lead to an entirely different estimation of the required safety measure. The performance function is the difference between allowable and the actual deflections at the tip. From traditional beam theory, the performance function can be defined as:
NUMERICAL EXAMPLES (I) CANTILEVERED BEAM
where Y is the transverse load = 500lb, D 0 is the allowable initial deflection taken as 2.5", and w = 2.6535 and t = 3.9792 are dimensions of the cross-section obtained through reliability-based optimization.
In order to illustrate the quality of the response surface in reliability analysis, it is assumed that the horizontal load X and the elastic modulus E are random variables. Even if other parameters are also uncertain, we chose only two random variables for illustration purpose. The distribution is shown in Table 1 .
A quadratic polynomial response surface is used in this study to approximate the tip deflection. There are two DOE considered: (i) LHS with a normal distribution and (ii) Orthogonal Arrays. In both cases 25 data points are used to fit the response surface approximation. Results using the LHS case are provided first followed by those using the OA. Failure occurs when G d is less than zero. 
CASE 1 -LHS with a normal distribution DOE
The cloud of test points that are generated based on distribution of the random variables X and E is shown in Figure 2 along with the LHS samples (data points) represented by the stars. Based on the responses at the DOE samples, the response surface is constructed. Tables 2 and 3 show statistics at data points and test points, respectively. It is seen that the statistics of the response surface are close to that of the actual function.
The error metrics presented in Table 4 show that the 2 R error is close to 1 and since there is no large difference between the 2 R and 2 adj R , it is evident that there is no unnecessary terms in the response surface. The RMS errors are to be compared to the range presented in Table 2 which also shows that the fit is reasonably good. However, the PRESS_RMS error is higher than the RMS errors. The 2 R predicted using the PRESS error matches the 2 R well.
In spite of a good statistics and error metrics, Figure 3 clearly depicts the inaccuracy in the failure probability estimation. The failure probability estimated by the two models presented in Table 5 differs largely. The difference cannot be attributed to sampling errors. They are also not consistent with the error metrics presented in Table 4 . In order to explain the error, 18 equal-width bins (in terms of the function values) are used and the number of samples that fall in each bin is monitored. These results are presented in Table 6 . Though the quality of the response surface was good based on the error metrics presented in Table 3 , the failure probability estimation at the tails suffer from large errors. This is due to the fact that the failure surface is away from the mean and the response surface is accurate in the central region of the distribution of the response and the accuracy deteriorates in the tails of the distributions. It is noted that when CDF is considered, the errors are amplified in the left tail. In the right tail, the cumulative effect of negative and positive differences cancels out. The 6% error in PDF in the fourth bin translates to 70% error in the CDF. But after that, the error in the CDF decreases very quickly. The orthogonal arrays data points and the cloud of test points are presented in Figure 4 . All the conditions are same with the earlier case other than the DOE. The comparison of the statistics of the actual response and approximation in Tables 7 and 8 is good. The error metrics presented in Table 9 show that the quality of the approximation is satisfactory, but not as good as that from LHS samples. This is expected because the OA covers wider range of input space than the LHS.
In spite of acceptable response surface approximation, as observed in the earlier case, the failure probability is grossly misestimated, as shown in Table 10 . The corresponding plot is presented in Figure 5 . A reversal in the trend of the CDF is also observed in this case. The response surface predicts a failure probability that is 3 times larger than the actual failure probability. However, the error amplification is less extreme because the quality of the response surface approximation is not as good as that from LHS samples. The samples that fall in different bins are presented in Table 11 . It can be concluded that the error is not triggered by the wrong choice in the DOE and cannot be rectified by just covering the entire design space. 
The plot of the function is presented in Figure 6 . A cubic polynomial response surface is used to approximate the function. The variables 1
x and 2 x are considered to be random and follow prescribed statistical distributions. Four different cases that are presented in Table 12 are considered. A number of 25 data points are used in the DOE. Cases 1 and 3 use the LHS method, while cases 2 and 4 use the OA method to generate samples. The performance function is defined as
If the function value is less than limit f , it is considered failed. The limit f for the first two cases is 4.0, while for the last two cases, it is 0.42. The corresponding failure regions are presented in Figures 7 and 8 . It can be observed that the failure regions are encompassed within the safe region. This is a case of multiple island failure regions. A number of 10 5 test points are used to estimate the failure probability.
The quantity of comparison is the failure probability estimated by the actual function and that by the response surface. 
CASE1 -LHS DOE:
The DOE data points from LHS and the cloud of 10 5 test points are presented in Figure 9 . The statistics at the design point show that the order of the response surface is good and there is no alarming reason to consider the response surface is inaccurate (Tables 13 and 14) . The error metrics in Table 15 show that the response surface is a good fit and there are no unnecessary terms. The PRESS errors are higher for this case, but are still small compared to the range. In spite of good error metrics, the response surface predicts the failure probability with large error as shown in Table 16 . The estimated failure probability varies by about 5 times with respect to the actual failure probability. The failure regions in the response surface are presented in Figure 11 . It is observed that the response surface is unable to capture the island trend, instead approximates the failure region to be a half plane and does not predict failure at the upper left corner of the design space. Figure 9 Branin-Hoo. DOE data points from LHS and cloud of 1e5 test points. 
Failure Regions

CASE 2 -OA DOE:
The DOE and the test points used are presented in Figure 12 . The error metrics presented in Table 19 show that the response surface fit is good though the PRESS error is high. The failure probability estimate obtained through the response surface is close to the actual value. But it is to be noted with the help of Figure 13 that the error in the failure probability depends on the choice of limit f . For example, if it is chosen to be 11.05, with the help of bin data in Table 21 , one can see that the error in the failure probability will be about two times. The actual function cannot take values less than 0. However, it is clear from Figure 13 that the response surface can take negative values in the extrapolated regions. This DOE was able to capture the island in the top left of the design space though it was not able to identify the other failure regions individually (Figure 14) , instead approximating both regions by an approximate half plane. Figure 12 Branin-Hoo. OA data points and cloud of 1e5 test points. Case 2 
Failure Region
Case 3 -LHS DOE:
The error metrics and the statistics at data points (Tables 22-24) show that the response surface fit is good. The DOE and the cloud of test points are presented in Figure 15 . It can be observed from Figure  16 that the response surface constantly underestimates the failure probability. Figure 17 shows the failure region approximated by the response surface. This DOE is able to capture the failure region in the lower central portion of the design space. However, the other two failure regions are not captured and hence contribute to the error in the estimated failure probability. If the function limit was 1, the response surface predicts a fully safe condition whereas the actual function corresponds to a finite failure probability (Table 25) . The DOE and the cloud of test points are presented in Figure 18 . The error metrics show that the fit is good (Tables 28-30 ). But there is large error in the failure probability estimate (Tables 31-31 and Figure 19 ). Similar to the earlier case, the response surface consistently predicts a lesser failure probability. The failure regions approximated by the response surface is presented in Figure 20 . Here, the island in the top right of the design space is not captured. 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper attempted to investigate the amplification of errors in response surface approximations in failure probability calculation. It demonstrated the situations in which the error amplifies with two numerical examples with different DOEs. It is observed that the commonly used error metrics for the response surface approximations do not necessarily reflect the accuracy in failure probability estimation. When the samples are located near the mean and the failure region is located far away from the mean (the cantilever beam with LHS), the failure probability estimate using the response surface approximation shows large error amplification. When the samples are evenly distributed in the input space (the cantilever beam with OA), the the error metrics are less misleading but there is still substantial amplification. When the failure region is close to the mean but its size is small (Branin-Hoo function), error metrics of LHS is better than that of OA. However, the accuracy in the failure probability turns out opposite. In addition, both sampling methods fail to identify one or more of the small failure regions.
Appendix. Error Metrics
The coefficient of multiple determinations is defined as ( ) R is a measure of the amount of reduction in the variability of y obtained by using the response surface. The adjusted coefficient of multiple determinations is defined as where n is the number of design points, and p is the number of regression coefficients. R can be used to comment on the quality of response surface and the presence of unnecessary terms in the response surface.
ROOT-MEAN-SQUARE (RMS) ERROR:
The root-mean-square error, RMS, and the predicted RMS errors are defined, respectively, as 
The predicted RMS is a measure of the variance (standard deviation) of the error.
PRESS:
The prediction error sum of squares provides error scaling. To estimate the PRESS, an observation is removed at a time and a new response surface is fitted to the remaining observations. The new response surface is used to predict the withheld observation. The difference between the withheld observation and the computed response value gives the PRESS residual for that observation. This process is repeated for all the observations and the PRESS statistic is defined as the sum of the squares of the n PRESS residuals. When polynomial response surfaces are used, the repetitive estimate of PRESS residuals can be obviated by using the following expression: E are large will have large PRESS residuals. These observations are considered high influence points. That is, a large difference between the ordinary residual and the PRESS residual will indicate a point where the model fits the data well, but the model built without that point has a poor prediction. A RMS version of PRESS allows us to compare the PRESS_RMS with the RMS errors. This permits us to explore the influence that few points might have on the entire fit. The PRESS_RMS is expressed as:
PRESS can be used to estimate an approximate 
The denominator in Eq. (12) is referred to as total sum of the squares.
